RED, CREAM AND TORTOISESHELL CAT SOCIETY – CHINCHILLA, SILVER TABBY AND SMOKE CAT
SOCIETY 30th NOVEMBER, 2019
Huge thank you to Barbarah and Stuart and the committee’s for asking me to step in and judge at
these wonderful breed shows.
Not many cats today but off such a high quality and I savoured every moment.

A.C. PEDIGREE PET GRAND MASTER CAT (IMPERIAL CLASS), FEMALE
IGMC CLEMENTS’ GMC PURDY
This wonderful ladies’ eyes are simply breath taking and she took me quite off guard when she
locked into my gaze. With the deepest of colours, they draw you in and made me take a sharp
breath in appreciation. Fabulous markings across a strong, sturdy body she had the presence of a
traditional family matriarch with the gentle assured and calm confidence only one with a life well led
owns. On the bench she takes in her surroundings and the hustle and bustle at ease and allowed me
to appreciate her and how the light enhanced the colours that were too warm to be brown but the
embers of burning flames in a camp fire. A new friend and favourite.

A.C. PEDIGREE PET MASTER CAT (GRAND CLASS), FEMALE
GMC CLEMENTS’ MC TAMMY
I first fell in love with this girl at my very first judging engagement at the beginning of the year and in
my eyes, she just gets better and better each time I have the pleasure of her company. She has a
very special type of magic that claims your heart through the power of the endless depth of those
confident amber eyes. The most intense of red mingled throughout her velvet soft and plush coat
she was wonderfully prepared with not a single stray hair to be found. Once out on the table we met
each other like long lost friends, and she nuzzled up to me melting my heart and making my week.
My very favourite of exotic’s she is a perfect ambassador for the breed, section and proves that not
all tortie’s are naughty!

OR PATTERN KITTEN, NON-PEDIGREE PET, MALE
1 BOC BROOKS’ DAZ
Oh how I enjoyed meeting this wonderful baby boy. A little like Christmas he gave me gift after gift
as I uncovered more and more details. Sleeping like the innocent baby he is we gently broke his
slumber and he blinked with one cornflower blue eye and one celadon. He happily joined me and
with great interest scanned the room looking to see what mischief there was to engage in. Spotless
white with density usually reserved within the best of British coats he was very well prepared and
wore his pure covering well. A baby with a future, I am very sure, and congratulations on your BIS.

